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Abstract

Topic modeling is a common tool for understanding large bodies of text, but is typically provided as a “take it or leave it” proposition. Incorporating human knowledge in unsupervised learning is a promising approach to create high-quality topic models. Existing interactive systems and modeling algorithms support a wide range of refinement operations to express feedback. However, these systems’ interactions are primarily driven by algorithmic convenience, ignoring users who may lack expertise in topic modeling. To better understand how non-expert users understand, assess, and refine topics, we conducted two user studies—an in-person interview study and an online crowdsourced study. These studies demonstrate a disconnect between what non-expert users want and the complex, low-level operations that current interactive systems support. In particular, our findings include: (1) analysis of how non-expert users perceive topic models; (2) characterization of primary refinement operations expected by non-expert users and ordered by relative preference; (3) further evidence of the benefits of supporting users in directly refining a topic model; (4) design implications for future human-in-the-loop topic modeling interfaces.
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1. Introduction

Managing the collective knowledge captured in books, newspapers, webpages and other text sources has become less a problem of access and storage than one of search, comprehension, and discovery (Blei, 2012). Today’s users, even casual ones, need effective mechanisms to read, understand, and summarize these large text collections, from product reviews to news articles and government reports (HoHo et al., 2005).

Topic modeling is a popular technique to deal with this information overload by finding word co-occurrence patterns known as topics (Blei et al., 2003). Conceptually, a topic is a theme spanning multiple documents. While many other techniques exist to support users in working with large document collections—such as faceted browsing (English et al., 2002; Hearst, 2006), document clustering (Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012), and visualizations (Fortuna et al., 2005; Šilić and Bašić, 2010), topic modeling is an unsupervised method that offers a summary overview of the document collection and directed exploration via the discovered topics. A user can review the topics to get a sense of the corpus without reading all of the documents and can focus on a specific topic by exploring only the documents closely associated with it. For instance, a topic with the words “beach, snow, vacation, miles, ski, downhill, air” would likely be associated with documents about vacation getaways. Topic models are also used as the basis of a variety of analyses, such as differentiating language use (McFarland et al., 2013), analyzing topical changes over time (Malik et al., 2013), performing sentiment analysis (Titov and McDonald, 2008), and even recommending television shows (Hulu, 2011).

Despite this utility, topic modeling is not an out-of-the-box tool. To generate high-quality models, the user must specify parameters such as the number of topics, stop words, and hyper-parameters and may also need to do preprocessing such as lemmatizing and chunking. Not only are these methods indirect, the configuration will likely be inscrutable to users who are not topic-modeling experts. Moreover, the discovered topics do not always correlate with human judgments of topic quality and can appear “bad” from an end user’s perspective (Chang et al., 2009). Problems include topics with too many generic words (e.g., “people, like, mr”) (Boyd-Graber et al., 2014), topics with disparate or poorly connected words (Mimno et al., 2011), misaligned topics (Chuang et al., 2013a), irrelevant (Ramage et al., 2009) or missing associations between topics and documents (Daumé, 2009), and multiple nearly identical topics (Boyd-Graber et al., 2014). The presence of poor-quality topics has been cited as the primary obstacle to the acceptance of statistical topic models outside of the machine learning community (Mimno et al., 2011).

Addressing these issues of configuration complexity and topic model quality, researchers have recently proposed a variety of human-in-the-loop methods for users to directly manipulate and incrementally refine a model; this interactive approach is preferred by users over indirect configuration (Chuang et al., 2013b). Rather than reconfiguring and rebuilding a model when users are unsatisfied with its quality, they can improve it through operations such as adding or removing words in topics, splitting generic topics, or merging similar topics. Hu et al. (2014), for example, allow users to add, emphasize, and ignore words within topics, while Choo et al. (2013) allow users to adjust the weights of words within topics, merge and split topics, and create new topics. Additionally, iVisClustering (Lee et al., 2012) allows users to reassign documents to other topics. Human knowledge has also been incorporated into topic models in the form of semantic concepts (Chemudugunta et al., 2008), predefined
topics (Zhai et al., 2009), or word pairs that should or should not belong together in a topic (Andrzejewski et al., 2009).

While these approaches are promising, a key limitation to the above work—both what makes for a “bad” topic model and human-in-the-loop methods—is that researchers have focused largely on algorithmic convenience rather than user needs, and—particularly—there is a dearth of studies with users who lack topic modeling experience. For example, the problems with topic model quality identified above come largely from self-reports of machine learning experts, with the exception of two domain experts in one paper (Mimno et al., 2011). Even the human-in-the-loop approaches offer few user studies. In a study with 20 users who had varied experience with topic models, Hu et al. (2014) showed that having access to their small set of refinement operations impacted how users searched for information in a corpus compared to using a traditional, static topic model. Another exception comes from Hoque and Carenini (2015), who found that users preferred a topic model interface that allows for splitting and merging of topics over a more traditional interface that does not allow for model refinement. While these studies begin to provide insight for a more user-centered approach to topic modeling, important questions remain unanswered: How do non-expert users interpret topic models and what problems do they perceive? Disregarding technical constraints, how would they want to fix or refine those problems? Based on these answers, what are the implications for making human-in-the-loop topic models more accessible to non-expert users?

We conducted two user studies with non-experts: a semi-structured interview study with 10 participants followed by an online crowdsourced experiment with 90 participants. The studies were exploratory and formative, meant to guide future algorithmic work on what refinement operations to support for human-in-the-loop topic modeling and how to prioritize those operations if need be. As such, we intentionally asked participants to interact with front-end user interfaces that were not constrained by current technical limitations of topic model implementations. For both studies, participants interacted with topic models built from a corpus of New York Times articles. In one case participants performed a theme summarization task that can act as a general first step for more complex tasks, such as for qualitative content analysis (Chuang et al., 2014), and in the second case participants performed the more constrained but common low-level task of refining individual topics. The interview study focused on exploring how non-experts interpret, assess, and want to refine topic models without being biased by technical constraints or suggested operations; users did not have preconceptions of how refinements might impact a topic model. For the online crowdsourced experiment, we then designed and implemented a user interface to support the six most popular refinement operations identified in the interviews: Add words, Remove words, Merge words, Change word order, Remove documents, and Split topic. We evaluated the frequency of use and subjective utility of the six operations by asking participants to refine individual topics. While the refinement operations were implemented only in the user interface (the backend model was not updated), this study allows us to compare the operations in terms of frequency of use and measure their perceived impact on topic quality; we also evaluate the quality of the refined topics with automatically computed topic coherence based on NPMI (Lau et al., 2014).

Combined, our studies demonstrate a disconnect between what non-expert users want (e.g., simply adding a word to a topic) and the low-level operations that human-in-the-loop topic modeling approaches currently support, (e.g., specifying a must-link constraint (Andrzejewski et al., 2009; Hu et al., 2014)). In addition to identifying a set of important refinement operations that should be included to support non-expert users, our findings highlight patterns in how non-experts interpret (and misinterpret) topics and apply refinement operations to individual topics. The online experiment also shows that, albeit without back-end updates, users believed their refinements significantly improved topic model quality; objective measures of topic coherence aligned with this perception. These findings should guide future algorithmic work on human-in-the-loop topic modeling.

This paper makes the following contributions: (1) showing how non-expert users perceive topic models, confirming several problems asserted by machine learning researchers; (2) enumerating non-expert users’ desired topic-level refinement operations and the relative preference among these refinements, particularly with relevance to the tasks of summarizing themes in a corpus and refining individual topics; (3) providing further evidence of the benefits of allowing users to directly refine a topic model (confirming (Chuang et al., 2013a; Hoque and Carenini, 2015), particularly in terms of the perception of topic quality; (4) providing additional implications for the design of future human-in-the-loop topic modeling interfaces, such as specific mixed-initiative support requested by users.
2. Related Work

We provide background on topic modeling as well as cover more work on user interaction with topic models to complement that already discussed in the Introduction (Section 1). Finally, we briefly touch on mixed-initiative interaction.

2.1 General Topic Modeling Background

Topic modeling helps users explore text data by discovering topics in a corpus, where each topic is represented as a set of words. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003) — the prototypical statistical topic model — is an unsupervised algorithm for topic modeling. LDA models each document in the corpus as a distribution of topics and each topic as a distribution of words using a “bag of words” approach that ignores the order of words in documents. Topic models help users answer factual questions (Hu et al., 2014), find relevant documents (Aletras et al., 2015), and create summaries of news articles (Haghighi and Vanderwende, 2009). Kim et al. (2015), for example, compared LDA to other statistical techniques and showed through a user study that LDA was the best for clustering documents. These studies, however, do not provide a rich understanding of how users more generally perceive a topic model and assess its quality — one of the goals of our interview study.

Instead, the developers of topic models often focus on evaluations from statistics and machine learning, such as perplexity (Stevens et al., 2012) and held-out likelihood (Wallach et al., 2009). However, Chang et al. (2009) contend that these measures encourage complexity, which is often at odds with user needs. For example, they showed that better predictive perplexity can result in overly specific, hard to understand topics. More recent approaches that use word co-occurrence information, such as pointwise mutual information (PMI) and log conditional probability (LCP) to compute topic coherence, more broadly agree with a user assessment of the semantic coherence of a topic (Mimno et al., 2011; Newman et al., 2010; Wallach et al., 2009). These observed topic coherence measurements deem topics to be more coherent if they contain words that are more commonly found together than apart in a reference corpus. In particular, Newman et al. (2010) explored the space of different observed coherence measures and found that among a set of individual measures, a method based on PMI for computing word co-occurrence using a Wikipedia reference corpus resulted in the largest correlation to human topic coherence ratings. Lau et al. (2014) extended this work by applying normalized pointwise information (NPMI (Bouma, 2009)) to reduce the bias of PMI for words of lower frequency. As such, we use an observed topic coherence metric based on NPMI as an objective assessment of the quality of refined topics in our study. While manual validation by experts can be time consuming, a few studies have incorporated more constrained user feedback. Chuang et al. (2013a), for example, asked non-expert users to rate whether pairs of topics “match”, “partially match”, or “don’t match”. However, while human evaluations remain the gold standard, automatic evaluations remain necessary to compare hundreds or thousands of topic models efficiently and quickly.

2.2 Supporting User Interaction with Topic Models

How to support users in interacting with topic models is an open area of research. Visualizations of static topic models typically allow the user to browse a single model of one corpus or to compare multiple models. The former often present lists of words ordered and/or sized by their probability to the topic (Chaney and Blei, 2012). The goals of these interfaces include visualizing correlated metadata (Alexander et al., 2014; Choo et al., 2013; Gardner et al., 2016; Gretarsson et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012) providing access to the underlying documents (Chaney and Blei, 2012), or diagnosing poor topics (Chuang et al., 2013a). Comparative topic visualizations, in contrast, show how topics change over time (Malik et al., 2013) or with different models (Alexander and Gleicher, 2015; Chuang et al., 2015; Crossno et al., 2011). While these approaches can show how a topic has changed (e.g., after tweaking parameters and re-building the model), they do not solicit user feedback to make those changes. Recent work has also compared different representations for individual topics, such as word lists and word clouds (Alexander and Gleicher, 2015; Smith et al., 2016).

In contrast to the numerous visualizations of static topic models, less research has focused on allowing the user to refine the topic model. Hoque and Carenini (2015) summarize topic refinement operations that have been proposed in the literature, including: splitting a topic, merging multiple topics, removing a topic, assigning a label to a topic, changing the word-to-topic weightings, and specifying that a set of words must or must not appear together in the same topic. Among the systems surveyed, UTOPIAN (Choo et al., 2013) allows users to adjust the weights of
words within a topic, merge and split topics, and create new topics based on documents or keywords. iVisClustering (Lee et al., 2012) shows topic-document associations in a scatter plot and lets users manually create or remove topics, merge or split topics, and reassign documents to another topic. Neither UTOPIAN nor iVisClustering provide user evaluations, so it is unclear how easy the interfaces are to use or how users would apply the refinement operations. Finally, Bakharia et al. (2016) allow users to specify configuration rules intended to seed, merge, and split topics as input when building new topic models on the same corpus, although the approach does not allow for iterative refinement of a single model over time.

Limited research provides user evaluations of human-in-the-loop topic modeling. Hu et al.'s (2014) Interactive Topic Modeling allows users to add, emphasize, or ignore words within topics. Their user study shows that incorporating user feedback into the model increases the accuracy of classifiers that use the improved topics as features. However, they also found that users sometimes created inscrutable correlations, such as connecting unrelated words, and that even sensible feedback did not always lead to successful topic changes. Second, ConVisIT (Hoque and Carenini, 2015) allows users to split and merge topics. In a controlled study, users preferred having these operations available to them compared to exploring a static topic model; results also suggest that splitting topics is preferable and more frequently used than merging topics. Compared to these studies, our user studies are more open-ended; the interview study does not constrain users to a preset group of refinement operations, while the crowdsourced study compares a relatively large set of operations. Moreover, the ConVisIT study can be considered complementary to ours, since it focused on refinements at the level of the entire topic model, while much of our focus is on topic-specific refinements (e.g., adding or removing words).

2.3 Mixed-initiative Interaction

Human-in-the-loop topic modeling is an example of mixed-initiative interaction, where the system and user work collaboratively to meet the user’s goals (Horvitz, 1999). While mixed-initiative interaction does not by definition need to be paired with machine learning, this is increasingly the case. With interactive machine learning, the system can improve the model by soliciting user input and drawing the user’s attention to areas of particular need (Amershi et al., 2011; Fails and Olsen, 2003). It has been applied to problems ranging from segmenting images (Fails and Olsen, 2003) to personalizing electronic musical instruments (Fiebrink et al., 2009) to grouping contacts in online social networks (Amershi et al., 2012).

Closest to our work are approaches for clustering or otherwise making sense of text-based data (Basu et al., 2010; Drucker et al., 2011; Hu et al., 2012). Drucker et al., for example, compared a mixed-initiative document clustering system that adapts over time as the user clusters documents to fully manual and automated approaches. Other examples include Cohn et al.’s (2003) semi-supervised approach that allows users to iteratively provide feedback to a document clustering algorithm and meta clustering (Caruana et al., 2006), which allows users to select the clustering that best fits their needs from among several alternate clusterings. Stumpf et al. (2007) also conducted a user study to understand what input users want to provide to a classification algorithm, with results including proposals for new features, reweighting of existing features, and larger-scale algorithm changes; similar to their work, we use an open-ended study method to solicit user feedback without being constrained by what is currently technically feasible. Interactive machine learning for visual analytics is also relevant to human-in-the-loop topic modeling. Within Mühlbacher et al.’s (2014) framework of strategies for increasing user involvement in algorithms for visual analytics, our work falls into the category of increasing “result control”, that is, allowing the user to impact the result of the algorithm.

Any mixed-initiative or “intelligent” system introduces design challenges such as how to effectively weigh the costs and benefits of an automated action in light of uncertainty (Horvitz, 1999), to balance the user’s and system’s needs (e.g., not treating the user solely as input to the model) (Amershi et al., 2011), to maintain a sense of user control (Höök, 2000), and to provide transparency into the system’s decision-making (Höök, 2000). Amershi et al. (2014) provide a set of guidelines for interactive machine learning that are particularly relevant to topic modeling, such as the need for immediate feedback and support for assessment of model quality. While our studies offer specific implications for the design of human-in-the-loop topic modeling interfaces, it will also be important to consider these general best practices in future designs.
3. Interview Study: Non-Expert User Understanding and Subjective Response to Topic Models

To investigate how non-expert users interpret, assess, and want to refine topic models, our initial study asked ten users without prior knowledge of topic modeling to inspect a topic model. We showed participants a model with 20 topics inferred from a corpus of news articles and asked them to identify a set of themes represented by the articles. Within this context, participants interacted with the topic model and described the meaning of each topic, assessed its quality, and proposed potential improvements. Although topic model quality and how users want to refine topic models are likely context dependent, understanding a model and summarizing themes in a corpus are useful steps toward other high-level tasks such as content analysis (Chuang et al., 2014). After reviewing the entire model, participants evaluated the utility of previously proposed refinement operations identified in Section 2.2. These interviews helped to identify the types of refinement operations that non-expert users find intuitive as well as broader implications for how to better support these users in interacting with topic models. This study also determined a set of refinement operations to examine in the crowdsourced study discussed later.

3.1 Method

We used a semi-structured interview approach and a topic model generated from a corpus of news articles.

Table 1. The interview study used a topic model of 20 topics from New York Times articles. Each topic was presented as a list of the top 20 topic words. The topics are ordered from highest to lowest automatically computed observed topic coherence (NPMI) score, with higher scores corresponding to topics that should be more interpretable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Topic Words</th>
<th>NPMI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>game season team coach games players year league football points giants bowl</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>team players year league football points giants bowl teams player field won</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>back time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>food restaurant wine restaurants chicken bar chef good meat menu sauce fish</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>dinner place cream room chocolate minutes dining</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>music mr theater dance street band jazz songs ballet musical song york</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>album play performance ms hall west rock</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>dr health drug research medical patients women study people disease drugs</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>care cancer hospital researchers science percent found brain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>mr police court case law judge justice lawyer yesterday ms federal lawyers</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>department trial death investigation state man officials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>company web site internet online mr technology microsoft video service</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>advertising companies computer software digital apple media year marketing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>iraq american mr government iraqi military war officials iran troops</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>united security baghdad bush states forces al hussein president</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>school children students ms york university college schools church high</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>parents education year child student family brooklyn class women</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>mr company percent year business market million billion companies chief</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>sales stock executive investors price financial money years executives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>mr bush president house democrats senator republican senate democratic</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>congress political white party Iraq campaign Clinton administration war</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>committee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>art museum street mr jan show work artists arts artist works american gallery</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>center century exhibition moderm ms made</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>winter water www snow miles beach island park day travel year air airport</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>west south north club ski trees</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>state mr city health york tax officials year million money public federal</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>system government spritzer care pay insurance plan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>film book mr movie books life world story films ms man war characters review</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>movies director author wrote love</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>united energy oil china states world mr government europe nuclear power</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>country chinese gas countries european international trade global</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>city building street house mr number square million town york market year</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>avenue room park half weeks buildings area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>paid notice january deaths family york wife died beloved president father</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>years st husband mother ny john survived late</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>show mr television car million series ford corrections article news year</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>fox cars radio executive ms viewers toyota nbc</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>people time makes year long don work made good end part world jan change</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>end put editor recent making important</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>mr ms back time home day people years life family don man night told father</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>didn mother left</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.1.1 Participants

Ten participants (4 male, 6 female) were recruited via a university campus email list. They were on average 33.6 years old ($SD = 13.6$, range 22–59) and all were fluent English speakers. Their occupations varied: full-time college students with various majors (business, psychology, real estate development, environmental science, linguistics, and virology), salesperson, accountant, program management specialist, and office manager. Nine of the 10 participants stated that they read news articles more than once a week. Participants received $15 US for their participation. They are referred to as P1 to P10 throughout the paper.

3.1.2 Dataset, Topic Model, and User Interface

To ensure that the topic model is accessible to most users, we used a corpus of 7,156 New York Times articles published in January, 2007 (Sandhaus, 2008). In a pilot test participants took around five minutes to review each topic and could review about 20 topics without fatigue. Thus, we generated 20 topics using Mallet (McCallum, 2002), a popular open-source topic modeling toolkit, with standard stop words and hyper-parameter settings.\(^1\) The set of topics is shown in Table 1; we refer to these topics by their IDs (11–120). For each topic we also computed the observed topic coherence, as discussed in Section 2.1, which is a measure of topic coherence based on word co-occurrence information. We used an NPMI-based metric (Lau et al., 2014) with a reference corpus of 2.3 Million Wikipedia articles and a sliding window of 10 words.\(^2\)

We designed and built a web application for browsing topics (Figure 1). The application contained two scrollable panels, where the left panel displayed a list of the 20 topics in random order,\(^3\) and the right panel displayed the documents associated with the currently selected topic ordered by the probability of the topic, \(z\), given the document, \(d, p(z|d)\). Each topic was represented by a list of its top 20 words, where each word, \(w\), was ordered and sized by its probability for the topic, \(z\), or \(p(w|z)\); this information was available from Mallet’s output.

While there are more complex visualizations for topic models, most have not been thoroughly vetted by users (Section 1). Instead, we displayed topics as a simple list. This technique is commonly used (e.g., (Chaney and Blei, 2012; Eisenstein et al., 2012a; Gardner et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2014)), is applicable to a wide range of tasks, and is fast and easy to understand for non-expert users (Smith et al., 2016). To interact with the model, users could (1) scroll through the topic list, (2) click a topic to display its top 20 documents,\(^4\) (3) scroll through the document list, (4) click a document title to toggle its full text, and (5) hover the mouse cursor over a topic word to highlight the word’s context within the displayed documents and to highlight other topics that include the word. Ten lab colleagues provided feedback on an early version of the interface.

3.2 Procedure and Task

Each interview session took up to 90 minutes. Participants were first introduced to the interface and the task scenario: identifying the main themes in a corpus. Topic models are used for a wide range of real-world tasks that may result in different refinement operation needs. The theme identification task was chosen because it is relatively generic and is an important step in larger tasks such as qualitative content analysis (i.e., theme identification and coding) (Chuang et al., 2014). In the context of theme identification, participants also had to repeatedly assess and suggest refinements for individual topics or subsets of topics—understanding and interacting with individual topics is a common component of many real-world topic modeling tasks (Alexander and Gleicher, 2015; Boyd-Graber et al., 2014). To increase approachability for our non-expert participants, the scenario used the terms “themes” and “news articles” instead of “topics” and “documents”. The scenario description was general, so that findings would apply as widely as possible, and was worded so as not to draw attention to specific types of model flaws:

“Imagine that you were asked to come up with the main themes from the New York Times articles of January 2007. To help you get started, a computer program automatically discovered themes from the articles. [...] The set of themes should represent an overview of the articles, and each theme should be clear and understandable. Also, each theme should be associated with representative articles. However, you may notice that there is still room for improvement.”

---

\(^1\) \(n = 50, \alpha = 0.1, \beta = 0.01\)
\(^2\) NPMI-based topic coherence computed using the implementation at [https://github.com/jhlau/topic_interpretability](https://github.com/jhlau/topic_interpretability).
\(^3\) Topics were randomly ordered per user to ensure that equal attention would be paid to each topic throughout the study.
\(^4\) To focus initial attention on topic words, documents were only shown after clicking the “unlock” button.
The 20 topics (Table 1) were ordered randomly within the interface per participant (see Figure 1). For each topic, participants:

1. Described the topic based only on the topic words and rated its clarity from 1 to 10. Associated documents were not shown.
2. Explored the associated documents, described them, and rated their consistency as a set from 1 to 10 (ignoring topic words).
3. Rated the strength of the relationship between the topic and the documents from 1 to 10.
4. Provided open-ended suggestions for how to improve the quality of the topic and associated documents.

While this study primarily focused on identifying refinements proposed by participants themselves, at the end of the session we also asked participants to use 7-point scales to rate the perceived effectiveness of nine previously identified refinement operations (Figure 2): merge similar topics into one, split words in a topic into groups, split documents in a topic into groups, remove a word from a topic, remove a word from every topic, remove irrelevant documents from a topic, and attach documents to a topic (Andrzejewski et al., 2009; Choo et al., 2013; Chuang et al., 2013b; Hoque and Carenini, 2015; Hu et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2012). The sessions were audio and screen recorded.

3.3 Data and Analysis

Seven participants analyzed all 20 topics, while three participants only analyzed 9, 11 or 13 topics before the time elapsed. This resulted in 173 total topic assessments, and on average 8.7 participants (SD = 1.4) assessed each topic. The audio was transcribed and coded. As exploratory work, we pursued an iterative analysis approach using a mixture of inductive and deductive codes (Braun and Clarke, 2006; Hruschka et al., 2004). For our primary focus of analyzing proposed topic model refinements, we created a codebook with 11 refinement operations based on topic...
quality issues identified in past work and discussions among the research team. The codebook included: *add, remove*, and *replace words*, *change word order*, *capitalize proper nouns and honorifics*, *connect multi-word phrases*, *add and remove documents*, *split the topic*, and *remove the topic completely*. The unit of analysis was a *topic assessment*, that is, the set of open-ended comments that a participant made while improving an individual topic. Each topic assessment could be coded with 0 to multiple refinement operations. To calculate inter-rater reliability, two researchers independently coded 20 randomly selected topic assessments. Krippendorff’s alpha was $\alpha = 0.67$. Disagreements were resolved and codes clarified through discussion, and a second round of coding on 20 new random topic assessments achieved higher inter-rater reliability ($\alpha = 0.91$). The first researcher then coded the remaining transcripts. For other qualitative findings where we were not interested in specific counts, one researcher employed the same process but without inter-rater reliability.

### 3.4 Findings

This section describes how our interview participants interpreted and assessed the topic model, identified problems, and suggested refinement operations. First, to provide context for the findings, we analyze topic quality and coherence.

#### 3.4.1 Subjective Topic Quality and Topic Coherence

Participants also provided topic quality ratings on three metrics. All three metrics were reasonably high across all topics (10-point scales): clarity of the topic words ($M = 7.8$ out of 10, $SD = 2.2$), consistency of the document set ($M = 8.0$, $SD = 2.0$), and topic-document correlation ($M = 7.5$, $SD = 2.3$). However, Topics I19 and I20 were rated consistently poorly (average ratings of only 2.9 to 6.5 across the three measures), and, as will be seen below, two participants (P3 and P10) felt they should be removed entirely.

We also analyzed observed topic coherence, a common computed metric of topic quality (Newman et al., 2010). While many metrics exist for topic coherence, we chose to use a metric based on NPMI as described by Lau et al. (2014). NPMI-based topic coherence scores can range from -1.0 to 1.0, and higher values correspond to higher coherence. Table 1 shows the full list of topics used in this study, with coherence scores of on average 0.07 ($SD = 0.05$, *range* = 0–0.19). Consistent with prior work motivating the use of NPMI-based topic coherence, there was a significant correlation between coherence scores computed from the topic words and subjective ratings of the clarity of those topic words ($r = 0.28$, $p < .01$).

#### 3.4.2 Challenges to Topic Interpretation

Participants described each topic after first seeing only on the topic words, then with access to the associated documents. Our analysis focuses on three challenges that arose.

*Topics may be misinterpreted due to the “bag of words” presentation* (Smith et al., 2017). While topics are often presented as ordered lists of words (e.g., Chaney and Blei, 2012; Eisenstein et al., 2012b; Gardner et al., 2010; Hu et al., 2014)), our study confirms common issues with this presentation. Participants sometimes overlooked important words, read too much into words, assumed adjacent words went together, or incorrectly resolved polysemy. For example, in Topic I14, P2 and P4 overlooked book and movie-related words; P2 called the topic “summaries of new movies”, while P4 called it “talking about books […] best-sellers”. In other cases, participants built phrases from adjacent words. Sometimes this was appropriate, such as for “court case” and “death investigation” in Topic I5. However, since topic words lack context when presented without the documents, users sometimes assumed incorrect meanings. For Topic I11, for example, three participants (P1, P4, P6) incorrectly thought the topic was about “Mr. Jan”, not realizing “jan” was an abbreviation for January.

*Topics may be hard to understand based on the topic words alone*. Highlighting the importance of topic modeling interfaces that allow users to browse documents (Chaney and Blei, 2012; Gardner et al., 2010), there were many ‘aha’ moments where the participants interpreted a topic one way based on the words, then changed their interpretation after seeing the document set. For example, P8 was initially unsure of Topic I16’s meaning, but after viewing the documents, exclaimed, “Ah! Residential sales. I didn’t expect it”. Participant P7 said in general, “it was hard to understand some themes before seeing the articles, but once I saw the articles they all made sense”. Furthermore, P2 felt that including more words from the document titles in the topic words may address this issue.

Topics lacking coherence are hard to interpret. Even given that topics may be hard to understand based on the topic words alone, many participants were frustrated by seemingly random topics. For example, P3, when unable to
interpret Topic I19, said, “I cannot tell what this is about. The words are so random”. And P10, when reviewing Topic I20, said, “the terms are just all over the place”, and complained that in general topics with a wide range of words were difficult to interpret.

In addition to implications discussed in Section 5, these challenges highlight the importance of approaches to improve the “bag-of-words” presentation, such as handling multi-word phrases as single tokens (Wallach, 2006), providing context for words (Gardner et al., 2010), or displaying patterns within and across topics (Chuang et al., 2012).

### 3.4.3 Proposed Topic Refinement Operations

While not all participants had suggestions for improving all topics, 110 topic assessments (63.6% of the 173) included at least one refinement. On average, each participant made 14.0 suggestions ($SD = 5.9$), and each of the 20 topics received 7.0 suggestions ($SD = 2.8$, range $= 2–13$). Table 2 shows the 11 topic refinement operations that we identified through the qualitative coding. We describe each operation in order of popularity and provide examples of its use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refinement Operation</th>
<th>Frequency of Suggestion</th>
<th>Participants (/10)</th>
<th># Topics (/20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Add words</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove words</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change word order</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove documents</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Split topic</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connect phrases</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge words</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace words</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitalize proper nouns &amp; honorifics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove topic</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add documents</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Eleven refinements identified from the interview study, sorted by popularity. The crowdsourced experiment evaluates the top six of these, with Connect phrases also collapsed into Merge words.
Change word order was suggested a total of 16 times by seven participants ($M = 2.3$, $SD = 2.6$). Topic words were initially ordered by probability, but the order and font size did not always match participants’ understanding of the meaning of the topic. In such cases, participants chose to promote or demote particular words. For example, P3 saw that Topic I4 was about medical research rather than general health, and said, “I think ‘research’ should be emphasized more.”

Remove documents was suggested 14 times ($M = 1.5$, $SD = 1.2$) by eight participants. For example, in Topic I13, P3 wanted to remove documents about insurance, saying, “Then it becomes more about how health care is being used, bills that have been approved, and how public money is being used.” While the interface only showed a subset of documents associated with each topic, participant comments revealed that unseen documents were sometimes considered for removal. For example, P10 wanted to remove documents about Senator Dodd from Topic I7, but wanted that removal to apply to all documents associated with the topic (“like a Boolean search”) rather than just the small set of top documents that he could see.

Split topic was suggested by four participants nine times ($M = 0.9$, $SD = 1.3$). We witnessed two scenarios for splitting a topic. First, three participants wanted to split topics because they contained two unrelated concepts (e.g., Topic I18 was about cars and TV shows). Another scenario was to create sub-topics under the current one. For example, two participants suggested splitting Topic I4, which was about general medical research, into more specific topics. From P10: “I would refine it to have multiple sub [topics]. Like human body system, circulatory system, and nerve system.” This scenario points to the potential utility of hierarchical topic models created by Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2004). Relevant to how an algorithmic implementation of split topic should function, at least some participants expected that splitting topic words would have a cascading effect, automatically updating remaining documents and topic words. For example, P10 wanted to split Topic I10, which is about medical research, into more specific topics based on only a few examples that did not necessarily match topic words and documents, such as “human body system, circulatory system, and nerve system.”

Connect phrases was suggested by four participants to create multi-word phrases from topic words a total of five times ($M = 0.5$, $SD = 0.7$). For example, P10 found “white” and “house” in Topic I10 and wanted to replace them with “white house”. P9, seeing the word “york”, created “New York”.

Merge word was suggested by three participants to merge multiple topic words a total of four times ($M = 0.4$, $SD = 0.7$) for three different topics. All cases involved merging words with the same root: “restaurant, restaurants” (P8), “art, arts, artist” (P7, P8), and “book, books” (P2).

Replace words was suggested by once each by four participants to replace one set of words with another. This refinement is essentially a compound operation, combining remove and add words, but was specifically framed as “replacement”. For example, for topic I18, P10 said, “Certainly take out car, cars, toyota, and ford. And put in some stations like CBS, ABC, and television shows”.

Capitalize proper nouns and honorifics was suggested twice by one participant. Note that all topic words were transformed to lower case for the study.

Remove topics was suggested by two participants, P7 and P3, who wanted to remove Topics I19 and I20 entirely; these topics had the lowest topic coherence.

Add documents was suggested by one participant who wanted to add documents about President Bush to Topic I10, although the participant could not point to an exact document to add because they did not have access to the full corpus.

### 3.4.4 Perceived Effectiveness of Pre-defined Refinements

After the open-ended topic assessment task, we asked participants to rate the perceived effectiveness (utility) of nine refinement operations the researchers enumerated before the first user study. Users rated all nine operations positively (all $M > 4$ on a 7-point scale, where 7 = very effective). The overall ratings (Figure 2) also reflect the popularity of the open-ended suggestions made by participants earlier in the session. One noticeable difference, however, is that although no participant suggested splitting off documents into a new theme, the response to that refinement was largely positive ($M = 6.0$, $SD = 0.3$).

### 3.5 Summary

In working with a topic model that allows for user input (i.e., human-in-the-loop), the ability to interpret, assess, and refine individual topics are each equally important steps. If a user misinterprets a topic, then any subsequent
refinements will take the topic further from its original meaning. If a user incorrectly assesses a topic as poor
quality, unnecessary time may be spent attempting to refine it, and finally refinements must achieve what the user
intends to change in the model in an efficient manner. This study identified common issues faced by non-expert
users during each of these steps, such as often needing both the topic words and documents to understand a topic—
many existing tools provide only topic words to aid navigation to subsets of the corpus.

We also characterized how non-expert users want to refine a topic model when presented with no constraints or
preconceived ideas about possible refinement operations. Among the more popular suggested operations, Remove
document, in particular, has been suggested previously (Ramage et al., 2009) but is not to our knowledge supported
in existing systems. Many of the other operations have been supported in previous systems, but participants
expressed them in simple terms that often differ from current implementations, such as changing word order rather
than word weightings; we further discuss implications for this finding in Section 5.

The interview study, however, only captured projected rather than actual use of refinement operations. Thus, we
also conducted a larger crowdsourced experiment that allowed users to interactively apply the most popular
refinements identified in the interviews. Of the 11 user-identified refinement operations suggested here, the next
study includes the most popular: Add words, Remove words, Change word order, Remove documents, Split topic,
and a combined Connect phrases/Merge words.


To understand how non-expert users refine a topic model with the operations identified in the interview study,
we evaluated the six most popular operations using a crowdsourced evaluation on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT).
We excluded the five less popular operations for the following reasons: Connect phrases can be more
simply collapsed into Merge words, Replace words can be achieved by Remove words + Add words, and the
remaining three operations were used extremely rarely and/or, in the case of Remove topics and Add documents,
were not applicable to the crowdsourced study task. As with the interview study, our goal was formative: to assess
how users apply refinements without the constraints of current topic modeling implementations. We are unaware of
an implementation that supports all six operations evaluated here. Moreover, issues such as latency of model updates
and the instability of the model across iterations could have a strong negative impact on users. Thus, we only
simulated the refinements in a prototypical user interface but did not update the underlying model; the tradeoffs of
this decision are discussed in Section 5.

4.1 Method

Topic refinement is an open-ended task (as reflected in the range in user behavior in the interview study), so we
opted for an online study to provide a large sample of diverse users.
4.1.1 Participants

We recruited 90 participants from AMT. All participants are fluent English speakers and residents of the United States or Canada. We paid participants $3 for the session and a $10 bonus for the participant with the best improvements, as measured by an automatically computed topic coherence score.

4.1.2 Topic Model and Refinement User Interface

The NY Times news corpus was the same as in the prior study with the following changes to how we built the topic model: we increased the number of topics from 20 to 30 (to increase specificity) and removed words that interview participants deemed problematic (“dr”, “mr”, “ms”, “don”, “died”). We did not want users to focus on these obvious flaws, potentially ignoring more interesting refinements.

We built a web application that displays the six refinements in random order in the left panel and a topic with its top 20 words and 40 associated documents on the right (Figure 3). Topics were again shown using a word list visualization to maintain consistency with Study 1 and because recent work has shown that, despite the drawbacks seen in Study 1, word lists are fast to interpret and result in a reasonable understanding of a topic’s meaning compared to more complex topic visualizations (Smith et al., 2016). As with the interview study, topics and documents were called themes and articles. Clicking a document showed its full text. Clicking a refinement operation revealed a brief explanation of its use and any additional interface elements as shown in Figure 4:

- **Add words** shows a text input box. Users type a word in it and press Enter.
- **Remove words** shows a small ‘x’ icon next to each word. Users can click words to remove them.
- **Merge words** is a two-step process: (1) clicking words to be merged, (2) typing a new word and pressing Enter.

![Figure 3](image-url)

Figure 3. The experiment interface allows users to switch between the six supported refinement operations by clicking each one in the left panel. There is also a button to undo previous operations. The top 20 words of the theme and 40 associated articles are shown in the right panel. To complete the refining process for the current topic, users click the “Submit the theme and articles” button at the bottom.
• **Change word order** allows users to drag and drop words to re-order them in the topic list.

• **Remove documents** shows an ‘x’ next to each document, which users click once to remove the document or again to cancel that choice.

• **Split topic** allows users to drag words from the topic to a box below that represents a new topic.

Each refinement was immediately applied to the topic and documents, so that users could iteratively assess their refinements and improve upon them. Because of our focus on what users want rather than what is technically feasible with current human-in-the-loop topic modeling implementations, these changes were only reflected in the user interface and the underlying model did not update.

4.1.3 Procedure

Sessions took about 20 minutes and began with a task overview followed by a five-minute tutorial on topic models in general, the user interface, and the six refinement operations in random order. A mini-quiz followed each segment (e.g., identify the most frequent topic word) to reinforce content.

Participants then evaluated and refined three randomly selected topics. As mentioned in Section 3.2, understanding and interacting with an individual topic is an important subcomponent of many higher-level tasks (Alexander and Gleicher, 2015; Boyd-Graber et al., 2014). For each of the three topics, participants first provided a short (one-sentence) description and rated the topic on clarity of the topic words, consistency of the document set, and fit between the topic and documents (each question on a 5-point Likert scale). Participants were then asked to “improve the theme and articles” (Figure 3) until satisfied with the topic quality. Afterward, participants rated the now-refined topic using the same three Likert scales and described any extra information that would help improve the topic. Finally, after refining all three topics, the participant rated the usefulness of each of the six refinement operations on 5-point Likert scales. They also described any other ideas for refining topic models.

4.1.4 Study Design and Analysis

Each of the 90 participants viewed three randomly selected topics, with the constraint that each topic must appear nine times total across all participants. Nine participants thus refined each of the 30 original topics, resulting in 270 refined topics. We logged the time spent refining each topic.

4.2 Findings

This section reports the frequency and detailed usage for the refinement operations. Participants spent on average 280.0 seconds refining each of the 270 topics (SD = 217.4, Median = 208) and applied 34.8 refinements (SD = 28.7, Median = 25). The refined topics had fewer words (M = 13.7, SD = 4.7) and fewer documents (M = 35.4, SD = 6.6) on average than the original topics, which reflects the popularity of removing words and documents; the original topics had 20 words and 40 documents.

4.2.1 Quick-to-Apply Refinements Are Preferred

The three most popular refinements—Remove words, Remove documents, and Change word order—manipulate existing words and documents with a single mouse click or drag-and-drop. In contrast, Add words, which was the most popular operation in the interview study, was used less than half as often as Remove words. This is perhaps because adding a new word requires more effort than manipulating existing content. Split topic, an arguably complex operation, was the least frequently used.

Across the 270 refined topics, refinements were not applied uniformly (Friedman test: \( \chi^2_{(5,N=270)} = 338.40, p < .001 \)). Most post hoc pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon signed ranks tests were significant at \( p < .05 \) after a Bonferroni adjustment; the only two non-significant differences were among the top three operations: Remove documents versus both Remove words and Change word order. Table 3 is thus an almost full ordering of operations.
Participants’ perception of the usefulness of the operations is reflected in the frequency of their use. Overall, participants felt that some refinement operations were more useful than others; the refinement operations had a significant effect on Likert-scale ratings of usefulness (Friedman test: $\chi^2(5, N=90) = 145.50, p < .001$). Remove words was judged the most useful and Split topic the least useful of the six refinements. Post hoc pairwise comparisons with Wilcoxon signed ranks tests and a Bonferroni adjustment showed that Remove words was judged significantly more useful than Merge words, Change word order, and Remove documents, and that Split topic was less useful than all others operations (all $p < .05$).

### 4.2.2 Detailed Refinement Operation Usage

This section analyzes detailed usage patterns of each of the refinements ordered by overall frequency of application.

- **Remove words** was used with 91.5% of topics, to remove on average 6.1 words from each topic ($SD = 4.9$, Median = 5). Participants frequently removed generic words (e.g., “year”, “million”, “people”, time), words that should be in bigrams (e.g., “york” of New York), and abbreviations (e.g., “st”). Words with lower probability for the topic were also more likely to be removed, with a significant correlation between word rank and removal frequency (Spearman’s $r_s = .77$, $p < .001$).

- **Remove documents** was used with 67.8% of topics. Participants removed on average 8.1 documents from each topic ($SD = 8.4$, Median = 5). As was the case with word removal, documents with lower probability for the topic were more likely to be removed, with a significant correlation between document rank and removal frequency (Spearman’s $r_s = .67$, $p < .001$). This suggests that participants agreed with the topic model’s ordering of documents.

- **Change word order** was used in 76.7% of topics, with an average of 3.5 changes for each topic ($SD = 3.8$, Median = 2). Words were moved much more frequently to a higher probability position (81% of cases) than to a lower probability position. However, since participants focused on words near the top of the list (i.e., closer to rank 1), there was a significant negative correlation between the original word rank and the frequency with which a word’s order was changed (Spearman’s $r_s = -.63$, $p < .003$).

### Table 3. Comparison of refinement operations based on frequency of use per topic ($N = 270$) and subjective usefulness as rated by participants in the crowdsourced study ($N = 90$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Refinement operations</th>
<th>Frequency of Use per Topic Mean (Median) SD</th>
<th>Subjective Usefulness Mean (Median) SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Remove words</td>
<td>5.60 (4) 4.98 (4.44) 0.77</td>
<td>Remove documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add words</td>
<td>3.50 (2) 3.84 (3.74) 1.25</td>
<td>Change word order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merge words</td>
<td>1.25 (1) 1.67 (3.43) 1.34</td>
<td>Add words</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. User interface implementation of the six refinement operations evaluated in the crowdsourced study, designed to support direct manipulation of topic words and documents. Participants had to first select an operation to view these tool details. Note that topics and documents were called “themes” and “articles” during the task.
Add words was used in 58.1% of topics to add an average of 3.5 new words to each topic (SD = 3.8, Median = 2). Most added words could be found in the text of the 40 associated documents (88.7%), almost half occurred in the titles of those documents (41.4%). A small portion of the added words (13.7%) could also be found in the next 20 topic words (not shown to the user), while only 9.7% were not in the documents, titles or next 20 topic words. Multi-word phrases (e.g., “real estate transactions”) were 9.2% of additions (Section 4.2.3).

Merge words was applied in 60.4% of topics to create an average of 2.1 words (SD = 1.7, Median = 1) from 3.4 original words (SD = 3.0, Median = 3) in each topic. The name of the merged word was often derived from the original words (N = 152, 45.1%); e.g., merging “government” and “officials” to “government”. Manual coding identified four patterns: merging specific words to generic terms (e.g., “lord” and “toyota” to “manufacturers”), N = 259 (76.9%); merging inflected forms (e.g., “school” and “schools” and “art” and “artist”, which lemmatization could also help with), N = 44 (13.1%); connecting phrases (e.g., merging “white” and “house” to “white house”), N = 25 (7.4%); and revising a single word (e.g., “rx” to “prescription”), N = 4 (1.2%). The finding that participants used Merge words to connect phrases supports our decision to combine the two separate refinements after the interview study.

Split topic was used in 25.6% of topics to move on average 3.7 (SD = 3.0) words from the original to a new topic.

### Table 4. Part-of-speech tags for words used across the refinement operations. Nouns were commonly added, while verbs were often moved to a split topic or removed. Multi-word phrases were often added or created from merges. “Other” included abbreviations (e.g., “st”) and incomplete words (e.g., “docen”).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Original topic</th>
<th>Refined topic</th>
<th>Removed words</th>
<th>Merge words (from)</th>
<th>Merge words (to)</th>
<th>Change order</th>
<th>Split topic</th>
<th>Added words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noun</td>
<td>74.8%</td>
<td>79.4%</td>
<td>67.5%</td>
<td>72.1%</td>
<td>77.4%</td>
<td>77.7%</td>
<td>73.5%</td>
<td>65.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proper n.</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>4.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjective</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adverb</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phrase</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># words</td>
<td>1170</td>
<td>3709</td>
<td>1513</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>556</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.3 Part-of-Speech Tagging of Refined Words

Although not included in the primary interview study findings, three participants in that study mentioned that verbs were less helpful than nouns as topic words. To quantitatively assess whether parts of speech (POS) affected refinement operations, we compared POS distributions across refinements (Table 4). Verbs were more frequently removed (10.6%) or split (9.1%) rather than added (4.1%) or merged to (1.5%), providing some evidence to support those comments in the interview study. The refined topics had fewer verbs (4.6%) than the original topics (7.4%). Although the bag-of-words representation does not support the visualization of multi-word phrases, our participants often added phrases (9.2%) or merged words into phrases (14.2%). These patterns may be useful for a mixed-initiative system to help automatically identify words (e.g., verbs) that a user may want to refine.

### 4.2.4 Original and Refined Topic Quality

While the refinement operations were only superficially applied and did not impact the underlying topic model, we are still interested in whether participants perceived their refinements to have a positive impact. Before and after refining each topic, participants assessed the topics on three 5-point Likert scales for clarity of the topic words, consistency of the document set, and correlation between the topic words and documents. Participants felt that their own refinements improved the topics on all three characteristics: from 3.6 (SD = 1.1) to 4.4 (SD = 0.7) for clarity, 3.6 (SD = 1.0) to 4.3 (SD = 0.6) for consistency, and 3.8 (SD = 0.9) to 4.5 (SD = 0.6) for the correlation between topic words and documents. These increases were statistically significant with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (clarity: Z = 11.68, consistency: Z = 11.86, and correlation: Z = 11.62, all p < .001).
To more objectively assess quality, we compared topic coherence scores of the original and refined topics using an observed topic coherence metric based on NPMI as we did in the interview study (see Section 2.1 for a justification of the use of NPMI-based topic coherence). Again, because the refinements did not update the underlying model, these results should be considered preliminary. The coherence scores computed for the original topics ranged from 0.0 to 0.23, where higher values indicate more coherent topics. Unlike the original topics, each consisting of 20 words, refined topics may have different numbers of words. Observed topic coherence is computed as the sum of the pairwise PMI between topic words, so the number of words has a direct effect on the coherence score. We therefore adjusted the refined topics’ coherence scores by dividing by the number of words in each topic. The resulting adjusted coherence scores for the refined topics ranged from -0.07 to 0.70. The 270 refined topics were more coherent than the original topics, with average coherence scores of 0.11 (SD = 0.10) versus 0.09 (SD = 0.06). A Wilcoxon signed-rank test showed this was a significant improvement ($Z = 3.54$, $p < .001$), suggesting that participants’ refinements improved topic coherence.

### 4.2.5 Best and Worst Refined Topics

To supplement the analysis above, of the 270 total topics, we explored the 20 worst and 20 best refined topics identified from NPMI-based topic coherence scores. Even after normalizing based on the number of topic words, many of the topics identified as most coherent were succinct, such as “season, game, football, team, coach, players, quarterback”. On average the worst (least coherent) topics had 17.9 words (SD = 6.2), while the best (most coherent) topics had 9.7 words (SD = 2.5); this difference was statistically significant with a Mann-Whitney U test ($U = 42$, $z = 4.26$, $p < .001$). However, short topics were not always coherent, such as “People, recent, change, church, F.A.A.”, which appeared in the worst set. Despite the difference in number of words, the number of refinements applied to the best and worst topics and the number of documents remaining were both similar. On average, participants applied 19.1 (SD = 14.4) refinements for the worst topics, compared to 21.7 (SD = 10.3) for the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Refinement</th>
<th>Topic Words (Number of Documents)</th>
<th>Subjective Ratings</th>
<th>Topic Coherence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>Coherence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>www winter water snow hotel travel island trees miles ski beach airport air ice mountain weather travelers resort airlines park (40)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Refined 1</td>
<td>travel airlines winter hotel water island ski airport air weather resort park scenery[trees, mountain, ice, snow, beach] (40)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Refined 2</td>
<td>winter water snow trees miles ski beach airport air ice mountain weather travelers resort airlines park Travel[travel, hotel, island] summer (36)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C23 Original</td>
<td>house building number square market room estate million street real weeks bathrooms apartment year bedroom half foot listed home property (40)</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Refined 1</td>
<td>real estate[real, estate] New York residential sales home sales apartment house building bathrooms bedroom home property square feet real estate transactions (39)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Refined 2</td>
<td>property real estate[real, estate] house building market listed room street bathrooms apartment bedroom home rent (36)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>Original</td>
<td>food restaurant wine restaurants chicken chef menu bar sauce meat dinner good fish dining street cream minutes cheese wines chocolate (40)</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Refined 1</td>
<td>restaurants[restaurant, restaurants] food menu dinner Drinking[wine, bar[wine, wines],wine, wines] good chicken chef sauce meat cream cheese fish chocolate dining (40)</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Refined 2</td>
<td>sauce meat dinner good fish street cream wines cheese chocolate (37)</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
best topics. For number of documents, the worst topics had 36.1 on average (SD = 5.3), while the best topics had 35.9 (SD = 6.8). Mann-Whitney U tests revealed no significant differences between the best and worst topics on these two measures.

Although in general participants’ refinements improved coherence scores, refinements consistently worsened topics with initially high coherence values. Table 5 shows examples of both improving and worsening the original topics from the point of view of computed topic coherence; for C5, the original topic with the highest coherence, only two out of nine participants were able to improve on that score. This finding could reflect that NPMI-based observed topic coherence is not a perfect measure of the user’s interpretation of topic quality, particularly for topics with higher scores. However, it also suggests that a mixed-initiative approach that helps focus user attention away from topics that already have high computed coherence could help improve the overall model most quickly.

4.3 Open-ended Suggestions

At the end of the study, users were asked to provide open-ended suggestions for topic refinements. Of the 22 suggestions received, 10 participants provided ideas for new refinement operations, such as reordering documents by drag-and-drop (4 participants), splitting a topic by grouping documents (3 participants), creating sub-topics under a topic (2 participants), and an option to completely redefine poor topics based on their associated documents (1 participant).

The remaining suggestions were about the usability of the refinement process and many align with known challenges in mixed initiative interfaces. Two participants were overwhelmed by the amount of information, wanting fewer articles or topic words, such as: “try to only have 5 [words] max or something, that way […] we aren't bombarded with a ton of choices”. Two other participants wanted immediate feedback on the effects of their refinements, such as reordering the documents based on changes to the topic words: “That way you could visually gauge, as you work, the effect you’re having”. Participants also made several suggestions that motivate the need for the system to more actively support the refinement process. For example, four participants wondered if the system could automatically detect words with the same stem (e.g. “book” and “books”) or multi-word phrases (e.g. “book” and “review”). Finally, another two participants wanted more contextual information such as the frequency of word occurrence in associated documents and the change of topic quality after each refinement operation. Several of these comments highlight the importance of further study where users are provided with the output from an updated model.

4.4 Summary

The crowdsourced experiment highlights users’ preference for operations that are simple to apply (e.g., removing vs. adding a word) and shows that non-expert users felt they could effectively apply the given set of refinement operations to improve topics. While the refinements were only applied within the user interface rather than updating the underlying model, preliminary topic coherence analysis is also promising, suggesting that there was an objective improvement in topic coherence. More importantly though, this study provides concrete ideas for how to improve human-in-the-loop topic modeling for non-experts, such as what refinement operations to prioritize implementing if tradeoffs exist, patterns that could be leveraged for mixed-initiative support (e.g., perceived low utility of verbs as topic words), and the need for immediate feedback on how refinements cascade through the model. We discuss these and other implications further in the next section.

5. DISCUSSION

Our two formative studies are complementary and together provide evidence both for how non-expert users perceive topic models as well as how to make human-in-the-loop topic modeling approaches more accessible. Given a historical focus on the algorithm side of human-in-the-loop topic modeling, user-centered work, such as our two studies, is critical for achieving the broad impact that topic modeling has the potential to make. The interview study provides qualitative insight into how non-experts perceive and want to fix a topic model when given no constraints or preconceived notions about how to do so, while the crowdsourced study provides further quantitative evidence for how to prioritize these operations as well as ideas for how to more actively support users in their refinement process. These findings should be relevant to tasks where the user interacts directly with the topic model itself rather than applications where the topic model is used more indirectly (e.g., to generate recommendations for documents similar
to a given example). Here, we discuss implications for the design of human-in-the-loop topic modeling approaches and future work on more active, mixed-initiative support for the refinement process, as well as limitations of the research.

5.1 Implications for Refinement Operations Intuitive to Non-Experts

We recommend a set of refinement operations to provide for non-expert users, which should be particularly useful for tasks similar to those used in our studies: theme identification and individual topic refinement. To direct future work, we also reflect on other potential refinements and questions of implementation.

**Intuitive refinement set for non-expert users.** We identify a variety of user-suggested refinements, which we condense to a set of six operations that should be supported for refining individual topics: Add words, Remove words, Merge words, Change word order, Remove documents, and Split topic. These topic-level refinements should also be combined with model-level refinements, including the Remove topic operation identified by participants in our interview study and the Merge topics operation found to be useful in a previous user study by Hoque and Carenini’s (2015). While our interview study findings suggest that non-expert users strongly expect these specific operations to be available when interacting with a topic model, additional operations will also likely prove useful in different contexts. For example, one model-level concern not addressed in our study is coverage—if a user is highly familiar with a corpus, they may notice or more easily discover that some topics of interest are not represented in the model—a situation that may require the ability to Create a new topic. As well, for the six topic-level refinements, the crowdsourced study provides an almost entirely statistically significant ordering of the frequency of use and perceived utility of the operations, and this ordering can prioritize some refinements over others. However, different tasks, specificity of topics, or the ratio of topics to documents may impact usage patterns. For example, a task that requires answering a factual question will likely result in the user focusing on a small number of topics within the overall model, and not require as many model-level refinements as a theme identification task. As another example, users will likely employ Split topic more often when there is a small number of general topics compared to many specific topics. Grounded in the findings provided from our studies, future work should explore these possibilities.

**Backend versus user-facing refinements.** Refinement operations may not always need to be implemented on the model side and can instead be realized through changes to what the user views. For example, one use of Merge words is grouping similar hyponyms (e.g. “ford” and “toyota”) under a hypernym (e.g. “manufacturers”). This change may be interpreted as a means of organizing the topic words to be easier for the user to read rather than a deeper specification that the words should always be linked together in the underlying model (e.g., using a Must-link constraint). To limit complexity for non-expert users, we intentionally did not distinguish in our studies between what was shown in the user interface and what might be stored in an underlying model—these were presented as a unified whole. Further work is needed to understand if users behave differently when this distinction is described and they are presented with the possibility of refining only the displayed topics in the user interface or also refining the backend model. In either case, with users being aware or unaware of the user interface vs. model distinction, further work is also needed to understand which refinement operations should be only user-facing and which should update the underlying model. Ultimately, the answer may depend on how refinements are implemented on the model side and the extent to which applying a refinement results in cascading effects that are unpredictable and unwelcome from the user’s viewpoint.

**Disconnect between user perceptions and current implementations.** While most of the operations listed above are currently supported in human-in-the-loop topic modeling, how our participants expressed their needs demonstrates a disconnect between user perceptions and the technical details of many current implementations. For example, Hu et al. (2014) implement Add words and Remove words using underlying Must-link and Cannot-link constraints, but we did not find any evidence that non-expert users think about refinement operations in this way. As another example, sometimes existing low-level operations could theoretically support our participants’ needs, but these operations do not directly match what is desired. For example, Add words, Remove words, and Change word order can be accomplished by a general operation that allows the user to tweak the weightings of words within a topic—as supported, for instance, with UTOPIAN (Choo et al., 2013) and iVisClustering (Lee et al., 2012). That weighting operation, however, is more complex and may not be as intuitive to a user who has little knowledge of how the underlying model works. Finally, Connect phrases and Capitalize proper nouns and honorifics can be supported through text pre-processing, but this solution does not allow the user to incrementally update a model as they are working with it. These disconnects point to the need for further algorithmic work in human-in-the-loop topic modeling that truly takes a human-centered approach.
Consideration of technical feasibility. To characterize how non-expert users assess and expect to be able to refine topic models, we purposefully employed a study method that was unconstrained by the limits of current human-in-the-loop topic modeling implementations. In practice, however, a balance will need to be achieved between user expectations and what is technically feasible from an algorithmic viewpoint. For example, with an LDA-based approach (e.g., Interactive Topic Modeling (Hu et al., 2014)), seemingly small changes on the user side could have unpredictable and nonsensical cascading side effects—an issue that was not considered by our non-expert users. In some cases these side effects may be inconsequential, while in other cases they could outweigh the benefits of offering the refinement operation in the first place. One possibility to allow users to manage cascading side effects is if the system can provide an estimate of the potential impacts of a refinement before it is applied. Latency is an additional concern, as waiting for the model to update may negatively affect the user workflow, and some refinements may take longer to incorporate than others. These questions emphasize the importance of revisiting our findings in the context of a fully interactive system.

5.2 The Potential for More Active, Mixed-Initiative Support

Even in our constrained study tasks, refining an individual topic took a non-trivial amount of time—on average several minutes. The topic models used in our studies only contained 20 or 30 topics, which would be considered small models for real-world applications that may have models with hundreds of topics, and may require many additional rounds of iterative refinements. Several ideas for future work on more actively supporting this refinement process emerge from our studies.

Direct users to topics with high refinement potential. Naïvely asking users to refine all topics is at best intractable and at worst counterproductive, nullifying the advantages of an unsupervised algorithm. As seen in the crowdsourced study, refining highly coherent topics can make those topics worse as measured by NPMI-based observed topic coherence; this may, however, be a limitation in the measurement’s ability to capture how users perceive topic quality. Likewise, topics with low coherence are likely not useful to focus on and instead are candidates for complete removal (as shown by Topic I19 and I20 in the interview study). Instead, topics with average or just below average coherence may be the best place to focus, where the user can still interpret their intended meaning and suggest appropriate refinements.

Select an ideal-sized subset of words or documents to show per topic. In the interview study, showing only the top N (in our case 20) topic words or documents sometimes led to misconceptions about the topic that could have been overcome had more words or documents been shown. In addition to strategies that provide more context for topic words (Choo et al., 2013; Gardner et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2012), it may be useful to automatically determine how many words are needed to characterize a topic, using a probability cut-off, for example. Such a cut-off could also be applied to the number of documents shown. However, in both cases, the inclusion of some lower probability items may be useful for diversity.

Support common patterns of refinement. The differences between refinement use in the two studies also reflect a bias toward easier, less cognitively taxing refinements (e.g., removing words) in the crowdsourced study. How participants applied refinements can inform future interfaces that provide more active suggestions, thus minimizing effort. For example, potentially useful supports arising from the crowdsourced study include suggesting adding new words taken from document titles, suggesting removal of common verbs, and suggesting merging of words with the same stem (e.g. “book” and “books”) or multi-word phrases (e.g. “book” and “review”). Automatic labeling techniques for selecting the most salient words to describe a topic (e.g., (Lau et al., 2011)) may also be adopted to suggest potential words to add. It may also be useful to assess the user’s higher-level intent in refining a topic, such as making the topic more general, which could then lead to specific refinement suggestions.

Provide immediate feedback on the impact of user refinements. Providing feedback to users on the perhaps cascading changes that their refinements have on the underlying model is obviously necessary for any usable system. However, a key challenge that will likely arise is latency—for example, updates in the system used by Hu et al. (2014) took 5 to 50 seconds, a non-trivial amount of time for the user. If users expect more immediate feedback, as is suggested by the open-ended comments in the crowdsourced study, alternatives such as providing quick previews of potential changes before applying them may be needed. However, sufficiently reducing update latency for a truly interactive experience or, alternatively, providing accurate previews of those updates are both open areas of research.

Generalize refinement operations for unseen words and topics. In both studies, participants had access to only the top-N words and documents for each topic. However, we observed cases where participants expected their
refinements would generalize to unseen words and documents. For example, when splitting topics or removing documents, one behavior was to first pick a few documents to specify a new subtopic; P18 found a few example words and documents about a subtopic, and said, “I guess the theme can be separated into computer and TVs”. In practice, generalizing from the user’s specific operation will be necessary for operations such as split topic and remove document so that users do not have to manually touch all documents in a corpus or all words associated with a topic—neither of which would be realistic and are in opposition to the goal of using a topic model in the first place.

5.3 Limitations

We made several simplifying assumptions that limit the scope of our findings. First, to allow for comparison across users, we used only a single topic model in each study. While the general pattern of findings will likely apply to other topic models (e.g., based on larger corpora or with more topics), it will be important to confirm the extent to which this is true. Further, the model used in Study 1 had 20 topics, while that used in Study 2 had 30 topics for the same corpus. We did not observe any clear impacts based on this difference, but it is possible that the number of topics in a model affects refinement operation usage, a question that should be examined in future work. While we generated topic models for our studies using LDA, the refinements suggested by non-expert users should be relevant to other types of topic modeling algorithms, due in part to our decision not to constrain users to existing implementations of refinement operations. However, how easily and how well each type of refinement can be implemented will of course depend on the particular modeling approach.

Second, while the task in Study 1 was intended to be reflective of a real-world summarization task, such as is necessary for content analysis (Chuang et al., 2014), the task used in Study 2 was more constrained and should be seen as an interim step within a larger task (Alexander and Gleicher, 2015); the two studies complement each other. In Study 2, users only viewed individual topics rather than the whole model, thus findings from that study are only applicable to topic-level refinements and need to be combined with model-level refinements in future work (e.g., splitting and merging topics (Hoque and Carenini, 2015)). As mentioned earlier in the Discussion, it is also likely that at least the frequency ordering of the refinement operations will differ for different real-world tasks, a question that should be explored in future work.

Third, we used the simple word list topic visualization because it is common as well as being easy and fast to interpret (Smith et al., 2016). However, more complex visualizations exist, such as a matrix view (Chuang et al., 2012) or network graph (Smith et al., 2016), and the different information those visualizations expose could impact the user’s refinement process differently from the simple word list. Further work is needed to assess the extent to which this is the case.

Fourth, both studies involved non-expert users without any background in topic modeling and, in the case of Study 2, crowdsourced participants. While the decision to focus on non-expert users was intentional, as widespread use of interactive topic modeling requires adoption by non-expert users, studying more experienced users may give different insights. Expert users, for example, would have a better understanding of the technical feasibility of different operations and the potential cascading side effects of seemingly straightforward operations (e.g., Add words). It would also be interesting to compare the quality of models refined by novices versus experts—for example, analyzing what problems experts tackle first. For Study 2 we decided to recruit crowdsourced participants so that we could collect a larger amount of data than would have been feasible in person. The potential limitation is that these crowdsworkers were paid for task completion, so may have been biased toward quick-to-apply refinements; however, efficiency is also generally good for usability, so while some of the detailed findings may change with in-person participants who have different motivations, we expect the overall patterns should hold.

Finally, a truly interactive topic modeling system updates the model with the constraints specified by the user’s refinements. We did not feed the refinements into an iterative retraining process because we wanted to explore how people interpret and want to refine topic models without constraining them to current human-in-the-loop topic modeling implementations. However, the next step is to study similar questions with a fully interactive model. One issue that will need to be explored is the extent to which we can implement each of these refinement operations in the way that our participants envisioned them—some operations may be easier to support than others. Additional user interface issues will also need to be addressed with a fully interactive system, such as maintaining stability across iterations of a model and helping non-expert users to compare model versions. Lastly, propagating changes through a machine learning model can cause cascading changes to many topics; the idealized updates in our study avoided this complication. With a fully interactive system, however, these changes may cause the user to adapt their
own behavior over time. Interacting with machine learning can generally be unpredictable and the interaction itself may cause both the learning system and the user to evolve their behaviors.

6. CONCLUSION

We reported on results from two user studies with non-expert users to explore how they interpret, assess, and wish to refine topic models without any constraints. The first, a face-to-face interview study, explored how users understand and wish to refine a topic model in an exploratory setting, and the second, a larger crowdsourced performance study, demonstrated how users prioritize these refinements and provided design ideas for actively supporting users in this process. In particular, we identified the primary refinements that should be supported by any interactive topic modeling system to support non-expert users and discussed how understanding user needs can guide the implementations of these refinements. We also identified areas for future work where more active, mixed-initiative support may be useful during the refinement process, such as pointing users to topics with high refinement potential and providing immediate feedback. Finally, future work should ensure that these findings hold for diverse models (in terms of quality and content) and when interacting with a full topic model instead of individual topics (as done in our crowdsourced study).
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